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Document Imaging version 12.75 is released!

The Document Imaging SDK/ActiveX 12.75 from Black Ice Software has been released with
significant new updates to the TWAIN interface! The Document Imaging SDK/ActiveX 12.75 also
now includes reliable duplex batch scanning for high volume document processing.
The latest release of the Document Imaging SDK/ActiveX comes with major improvements for
software and hardware High-speed Batch scanning, flatbed scanning and scanning documents
directly into memory.
The Twain sample applications have also been updated for better usability to assist developers in
their effort to develop a scanning solution.
The Document Imaging SDK/ActiveX 12.75 is a CRITICAL UPDATE for those customers who are

using scanning with TWAIN DLL or TWAIN ActiveX control.
The complete list of improvements in the latest Document Imaging includes the following:






Scanning - Updated Twain samples (#11745)
Scanning - Stability improvement for scanning with some scanners (#11818)
Scanning - Stability improvement for batch scanning on some systems (#11794)
TIFF - Added missing Bit Order constants to BiTIFF.h (#11795)
Updated Manuals

Free Upgrades and Priority Support
Do not forget to subscribe to future releases by purchasing maintenance. With an active
maintenance subscription, you will receive all new releases for free! Priority email technical
support is also included in your subscription. For more information, call us at +1 (561)-757-4107
Extension 3, or sales@blackice.com.
As a special offer, if your maintenance subscription has expired or you did not include the
maintenance subscription in your original purchase, simply refer to this newsletter to renew or
add maintenance retroactively!
For license information, please visit our Customer License Management Portal.
*Only valid for new purchases, no upgrades or add-ons. This offer cannot be combined with any other discounts.
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